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STARS OF THE WEEK
Child Development
Lloyd Durney & Georgia Mallon for an
excellent effort learning basic sign language
DT and Art
Reece Walker – For a beautiful afternoon tea
sandwich display!
Fabian Kirkwood and Joni Best– An
outstanding attitude towards their Art GCSE
PE
KS2 - Jake Hudson, for always demonstrating
a positive and mature attitude towards his PE
lessons.
KS3 - Lillimai Coppell, for always trying her
best and not giving up when leaving her
comfort zone.
KS4 - Mason Hill, for producing fantastic work
in both his theory and practical sports
lessons.
Maths
Leighton Temple for trying his best during
lessons
Patsy Maguire for always challenging herself
during lessons.
Computing
Frankie Weaver in KS4 - new to the school,
settling into the computing subject and
starting to create good portfolio evidence
Reem Eltoum in KS3 - making great
progression with her computer work, which is
always very well presented
Science
KS4: Patsy Maguire for all her continuous hard
work and effort in Science
KS3: Tyler Fulton for his hard work and
determination in completing challenging
work

GOOD NEWS STORIES
Class hope have been invited to visit the
Radio City Tower to have a tour and meet
the team on 4th March as a reward for
supporting the Mission Xmas appeal and
raising money and collecting donations for
families in need.
Well done to all the children and the staff
of class hope and thankyou to all the staff
that donated gifts I really appreciate all
your Help. I look forward to next Christmas
and getting your ideas on how we can
make it even better.
Ms. Clarke

Class Aspire made
impressive and tasty
atoms in Science to
model the structure
of atoms

Amazing work
completed by Georgia
Mallon on the Evolution
of horses.

Staff Star of the week:
Anna Hudson has been nominated by Miss Macey for being a tremendous help over the
past couple of weeks in helping students to settle into their new class. She truly is a super
star and always goes above and beyond for all members of staff.
James Campbell has been nominated by Miss Parle for going above and beyond to support

attendance without access to SIMs.
Date
w/c
Monday

Assembly topic of
the Week

Value of the Week

PD focus

03 / 02 / 20

Helping others

We help and guide others in making the right
choices.

Charity

10 / 02 / 20

Celebration Assembly

We resolve problems patiently; we’re not
afraid to make tough decisions.

Managing Conflict

Class Courage enjoyed a hearty
reward breakfast this week

STAR2 had lots of fun on Tuesday when they went for a learning session at a Pizza Express
restaurant. They were very brave tasting different ingredients that they weren't used to
trying, they learnt all about health and safety in a busy restaurant kitchen and
they were presented with 'Junior Pizzaiolo' certificates for making their own pizzas! They
were delicious!

